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Blood plasma is the most commonly used biofluid in disease diagnostic and biomedical analysis due to it contains various

biomarkers. The majority of the blood plasma separation is still handled with centrifugation, which is off-chip and time-

consuming. Therefore, in the Lab-on-a-chip (LOC) field, an effective microfluidic blood plasma separation platform attracts

researchers’ attention globally. Blood plasma self-separation technologies are usually divided into two categories: active

self-separation and passive self-separation. Passive self-separation technologies, in contrast with active self-separation,

only rely on microchannel geometry, microfluidic phenomena and hydrodynamic forces. Passive self-separation devices

are driven by the capillary flow, which is generated due to the characteristics of the surface of the channel and its

interaction with the fluid. Comparing to the active plasma separation techniques, passive plasma separation methods are

more considered in the microfluidic platform, owing to their ease of fabrication, portable, user-friendly features.
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1. Introduction

Many recent advancements are developed in the Lab-on-a-chip field. However, the promotion of point-of-care (POC)

technology is still an issue. POC devices take advantage of LOC technology and have a more comfortable, cheap, lab-

free, and convenient diagnosis process instead of the traditional laboratory process . In the development of

LOC technology, sample preparation is always an obstacle, especially in microfluidic platforms .

Blood is the most commonly used biofluid sample in LOC devices. There are many commercial applications that existed;

lateral flow immunoassay applications; sandwich assays and competitive assays, vertical flow immunoassay application;

antibody conjugation and screening, and paper microfluidic implementation; glucose detection, 3D devices for glucose

detection, and environmental and food safety tests . Human whole blood comprises all blood

components: red blood cells (RBCs), white blood cells (WBCs), platelet, and plasma. Healthy human blood is around 55%

plasma and 45% RBCs . The sizes of each blood component are shown in Figure 1 . When the blood sample is

the analyte of LOC devices, which component of blood is desired should be considered. In many LOC applications,

plasma is the desired analyte that contains the target biomarkers to be detected. For example, in ovarian cancer

detection, CA-125 and HE-4 antigens are usually suspended in the plasma and are used as biomarkers in ovarian cancer

diagnostics . Furthermore, the viscosity of the blood sample affects the design of the

microfluidic devices. The viscosity of blood varied with the patients’ sex, health conditions, and diet. The viscosity of the

whole blood mainly depends on the hematocrit. The higher the hematocrit of the whole blood, the more viscous the whole

blood is. Temperature is another factor that affects the viscosity of the blood. There should be a temperature difference

between the blood in the microchannel and blood in vivo. Additionally, the viscosity of the whole blood affects the flow rate

of blood samples in the microfluidic channel. Therefore, the viscosity variation of different patients should also be

considered in the microfluidic device design. The separation of plasma is the first step in most biomedical analysis assays.

The standard separation process is centrifugation, as it is time-consuming and off-chip. It is not an ideal technique for

microfluidic LOC devices . Therefore, an effective and capillary-scale volume delivery system is expected to separate

blood plasma and be integrated into the microfluidic sensing platform. Various separation technologies such as size-

based particle sorting , active self-separation with external devices were concluded and discussed in many papers

. This paper is mainly focusing on the passive blood-plasma self-separation during capillary-driven flow in a

microfluidic platform, Figure 2 shows the passive self-separation techniques discussed in this paper. In contrast with

active self-separation techniques, passive blood-plasma self-separation does not need external forces or functionalities

but is only driven by capillary flow enabled by a microchannel with hydrophilic walls . Even though

much research is carried out on developing passive blood-plasma self-separation systems in recent years, capillary-scale

plasma preparation is still the bottleneck to the LOC technology.
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of blood components and corresponding volumetric percentages in the whole blood.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the passive self-separation techniques discussed in this review paper.

Various challenges are considered when developing a passive blood-plasma self-separation system. First of all, volume is

limited in LOC devices. To ensure the comfort of patients, 1–2 μL of blood is the suggested volume of a finger prick .

With this small-scale blood sample, microchannel size is also limited. Due to this limitation, many hydrodynamic methods

cannot have full effects on the plasma separation, such as the Dean vortex effect is limited by the low flow rate and low

Reynolds number of the blood flow. A short separation time is also expected in the blood delivery systems. Usually,

plasma is ideally separated and collected from whole blood in few minutes in the POC applications. With the long-time

separation process, the whole blood has an increased risk of coagulation . Clogging is another challenge, especially in

the microfluidic channel with micro-filtration . With continuous blood flow passing through the micro-filtration, blood cells

accumulate in the filters and gradually block the micro-structures and stop the self-separation process. The throughput

and purity of separated plasma are also included in the consideration . Lastly, the integration of the blood delivery

system and the sensing platform is a challenging problem. Numerous studies have been performed on sample

preparation and integration and have been discussed for many years . The integration process itself has its own

difficulties, such as leakage problems, the complexity of disparate materials, etc.

The fabrication processes of the microfluidic devices are mostly included in nanofabrication and have been mentioned by

many papers. However, to have a capillary-driven flow in the microchannels, surface treatments are needed when the

channel materials are naturally hydrophobic. There are many methods to change the hydrophilicity of the material surface.

1. Oxygen plasma treatment. The reactive species generated by oxygen plasma attacks the siloxane backbone of PDMS

to form an oxygen-rich SiOx silica-like layer and Si-OH surface structures . 2. Nanoparticle deposition. There are many

ways to deposit nanoparticles onto the material surface: Deposition by Electro-spinning, Spontaneous Growth on

Surfaces, Deposition by Spray Coating, etc. For example, this paper mentioned that Lee et al. sprayed a layer-by-layer

(LbL) nano-assembly layer on the top surface . 3. Chemical etching. Immersion into the particular chemical can form a

nanostructured layer on the material surface, changing the surface’s wettability .
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2. Passive Self-Separation with Filtration Using Micro-Structures

The blood plasma microfiltrations are usually categorized into four design types:1. Weir-type filtration 2. Dead-end pillar

filtration 3. Cross-flow filtration, and 4. Membrane filtration . A weir filter consists of obstacles that can obstruct the

blood cells, and blood plasma can pass through the narrow slot on the top of the barrier . The dead-end pillar

microfiltrations involve a row of pillar structures with a critical spacing dimension to block the blood cells in the blood flow

direction and extract blood plasma . However, the clogging issues should always be considered in this type of

microfiltration. In contrast with dead-end filtration, in cross-flow pillar microfiltration, the pillars are located perpendicular to

the main blood flow, and the trapped blood cells will be flushed out of the filters by the main blood flow and avoid most

clogging problems . In the membrane microfiltrations, pores are located on a planar layer substrate. Feed blood flow is

introduced into one side of the membrane, and the blood plasma will be extracted out to the other side of the membrane

. In the membrane filtration technique, pore sizes are more flexible but increase the complexity in the fabrication

process. Figure 3 shows the schematic diagrams of four types of microfiltrations.

Figure 3. Schematics of the microfiltration types, (1) weir filtration (side view), (2) dead-end filtration (top view), (3) cross-

flow filtration (top view), (4) membrane filtration (side view).

Weir-type microfiltration requires more steps in fabrication. To make a weir structure, additional soft lithography and

etching processes are needed. Commonly, weir-type microfiltration can handle a limited amount of whole blood due to its

tiny pore area compared to other types of microfiltration. Dead-end microfiltration mainly uses pore structures that are

smaller than the blood cells dimensions to block blood cells and let the plasma continuously flow downstream. Once the

blood cells accumulated and block all the pores, the microchannel will be clogged and stop separating plasma from whole

blood. Cross-flow microfiltration can handle much more amount of whole blood. Due to the pillar filter structures or the

pores on a membrane of the cross-flow microfiltration are located perpendicular to the main blood flow, blood cells could

be easily removed by the main flow and not block the filtration pores. Lastly, membrane filtration is usually overpriced. The

separation efficiency is mediocre, but the cost is high. In addition, it’s hard to control the pore size precisely and lead to a

disappointing separation result.

3. Passive Self-Separation without Filtration

Due to the complicated balance of hydrodynamic forces, particles suspended in the microfluidic flow could be sorted by

their sizes and densities. In a spiral microchannel, the flow experiences a centrifugal force when passing through the

curved channel. The fluid on the outer side of the channel has a relatively higher pressure and forms a pressure gradient

toward the center of the curvature of the curved channel. In a viscous flow, the velocity profile is not uniform. The velocity

near the channel wall is lower than in the center of the channel and causes a lower centrifugal force on the outer channel

wall. This will cause a secondary flow from the channel center to the outer channel wall. Meanwhile, due to the pressure

gradient from the outer side to the curvature center, a flow will flow along the channel wall from the convex wall to the

concave wall. These secondary flows formed a pair of symmetric vortices is called Dean vortices .
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Particles suspended in the spiral microchannel experience the inertial lift force caused by the microchannel cross-section

and the dean drag force due to the Dean vortices, shown in Figure 4. Inertial lift force:

where ρ is the fluid density, G is the shear rate, C  is the lift coefficient, a  is the diameter of the particle. The Dean drag

force:

where μ is the viscosity of the fluid, U  is the average Dean velocity U  = 1.8 × 10  De  (De is Dean number De =

Re(D /2R) , Re is Reynolds number, D  is hydraulic diameter, R is the radius of the curvature of the convex channel

wall). The particles or cells will migrate to a focus position when the dean drag force and the inertial lift force are balanced

.

Figure 4. Schematic illustrating the effect of the curvature, the larger particles focus on the position closer to the inner

channel wall due to the dean vortex.

Sedimentation is one of the oldest separation approaches based on gravity and the density differences between plasma

and blood cells (ρ =1100 kg/m , ρ = 1050–1090 kg/m  and ρ =1030 kg/m ), the principle is shown in Figure
5. Sedimentation velocity of blood cells in the whole blood is varied with patients’ sex and health conditions . The

biggest limitation of sedimentation technology is the low separation velocity, and it is out of consideration when facing a

large volume of the blood sample. However, with a small amount of blood, such as finger prick, it is still a popular

technology. Hybridizing the sedimentation technique with filtration advantageously minimizes clogging issues inherent to

microfiltration . Most blood cells sediment before reaching the filtration region, the plasma could be continuously

extracted and a few suspension blood cells are separated away by the filter.

Figure 5. Schematic of sedimentation technique.

Bifurcation law also called the Zweifach-Fung effect, describes when the blood flowing in the capillary and passing

through a bifurcating region, the RBCs in the blood flow into the higher flow rate daughter vessel. In contrast, only a few

RBCs flow into the lower flow rate daughter vessel . This effect will occur when the flow rate ratio between two

daughter channels is above the critical ratio: 2.5:1. The diameter of the channel wall should not be too much larger than

the diameter of cells . As Figure 6 shows, at the bifurcation region, the asymmetric shear forces are applied on the

cell’s surface due to the flow rate difference and produce a torque to pull it into the high flow rate channel .
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Figure 6. Zweifach-Fung effect schematic diagram, when the flow rate ratio is more than 2.5, and the cell-to-vessel

diameter ratio is of the order of 1. Red blood cells tend to flow into the higher flow rate daughter vessel instead of, the

lower flow rate daughter vessel due to the pressure difference and shear forces acting on the cell . Republished with

permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry, from Lab on a Chip, A microfluidic device for continuous, real-time blood

plasma separation, Sung Yang, Akif Ündar and Jeffrey D. Zahn, 6, 871-880, 2006; permission conveyed through

Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

The passive self-separation microfluidic channel’s blood flow is driven by capillary force induced by hydrophilic channel

walls . Researchers designed a microchannel with different hydrophilicity patterns to separate plasma based on this

principle, as can be appreciated in Figure 7 that shows. Asymmetric channel with 3 sides hydrophilic in the front part of

the channel and a hydrophobic patch with all walls hydrophobic is applied followed with the hydrophilic part. When the

blood sample is introduced into the channel inlet, with the hydrophilic channel walls and Young-Laplace pressure, the

blood flow into the microchannel as a capillary-driven flow. With the large contact angle and the inverse direction Young-

Laplace pressure, the blood flow is impeded at the hydrophobic region. Since the viscosities of blood plasma and blood

cells are different, the plasma has a higher velocity in the hydrophobic patch than the blood cells and passes through the

hydrophobic region. Meanwhile, the blood cells stop and accumulated. In this technique, the asymmetric hydrophilic

channel walls provide a gentler velocity decrease when the whole blood flow downstream , and the velocity could be

controlled by the contact angle of the channel walls .

Figure 7. Schematic of surface control of wettability.

4. Future Trends

The passive blood-plasma self-separation technique is a possible candidate for LOC applications and overcomes many

blood plasma separation challenges. For instance, the passive self-separation techniques can effectively avoid complex

fabrications and easy to use in combination to overcome each other’s limitations. However, in the POCT applications, the

exact sample provided by patients will restrict the separation methodologies. For example, the techniques based on the

dean vortex are hard to satisfy the situation which required finger-prick amount of blood sample because the channel

volumes are usually larger than finger-prick blood sample volumes. However, sedimentation technology with capillary flow

actuation is fit for this application. To separate capillary volumes of blood, slow separation rates could be negligible

compared to their performance. Additionally, the micro-filtration structures integrated into the sedimentation device could

improve the clogging issue and increase the volumes of extracted plasma.
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Even though numerous novel devices have been developed based on various technologies, nearly none has been

considered commercially. The LOC community has been searching for effective and efficient microfluidic plasma

separators in the past years, especially which could process undiluted blood. Yet, they have not been very successful until

now. The viability of commercialization of microfluidic separation devices is affected by many aspects, such as the

material choice for the microfluidic platform, the difficulty of the large scale of fabrication with PDMS, the reliable surface

treatment process, commercial packaging should also be considered. Another limitation of the POC device

commercialization is the patient’s operation of the devices. As a non-professional, patients are hard to precisely acquire

the required amount of blood from finger prick as instructed. In the at-home sampling process, anti-coagulation of blood

should also be considered . Non-medical trained individuals usually do not know the coagulation process of the

extracted blood. The anticoagulants should be precoated in the blood collection devices depending on the purpose of the

POC devices. Additionally, they often lack an understanding of quality control. The misoperation may lead to inaccurate

results. The sample volumes of blood plasma separation are categorized depending on the different purposes. For the

small amount of blood from finger-pricks, sedimentation with micro-filtration could be first considered, but hydrodynamic

techniques may not have a good performance. In contrast, to process a large sample volume of hundreds of microliters,

hydrodynamic techniques could address multiple challenges of other methods. Furthermore, a non-diluted blood sample

is desired in commercial use, especially in POCT applications. However, most current techniques use diluted blood

samples and the separation efficiency increases with the blood dilution level. Therefore, to use undiluted blood in

microfluidic devices, a better understanding of blood flow in the microchannel is needed. The designers can have a better

overview and abilities to improve the current technologies and promote the commercial use of the passive plasma

separation platform. The future of the field of blood plasma separation is in the trend of hybridization of technologies. By

combining techniques and taking advantage of distinct effects, designers can overcome challenges based on their design

purposes.
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